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MANY PEOPLE DID THE  
WORK FOR US
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Standard templates 
(like the ones found in Powerpoint) 

are fugly and don’t communicate, they KILL! 

You can do better!
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1.
have a 
killer 

opening 
slide
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Your audience reads your slides 
faster than you talk. 

Never, ever, ever put word-for-word what 
you are saying, instead use strong visuals to 
help add to your story and not give it away 

before it comes out of your mouth.

If I was giving this presentation to you 

face-to-face I would eliminate 90% of the text
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“I want to talk to you about early 
childhood medical care...”

“Here’s what’s happening with sales 
of luxury french goods...”

“In freshman year i studied...”
                              (kidding)

EXAMPLES:
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GRAPHS ARE OK, 
BUT REMEMBER:

IT’S NOT ABOUT THE 
NUMBERS, IT’S ABOUT 

WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN



But...

‣ We are talking about technical 
presentations 

‣ Too much innovation might kill 

‣ Still, we can do some tricks
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These slides are an 

example of what you 

SHOULD NOT do



DEAR NSA























































Check and recheck!

‣ Verify typos end other mistakes 
‣ Mistekes are vary, vary bed for your work 

✓ In both papers and slides 
‣ Suggestion 

✓ Be careful from the beginning 
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Control your voice

‣ Neither too loud nor too low 
‣ Neither too fast nor too slow 

Video (again)
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Quality of figures



Avoid lightning yourself



Strange situation



Further recommendations

‣ Going back and forward (slides)  
‣ Excuse-me, but I did not prepare well… 
‣ If you are nervous, forget the pen 
‣ Water for longer presentations 
‣ Cell phone 
‣ Etc.
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SOME DON’TS



Color scheme

‣ Can you read this? 
‣ And this 
‣ And this one?



Horrendous backgrounds





Introduction

Preparing slides

Saving	slides

Giving	a	talk

Oral	techniques

Some	discussion

Conclusion

‣ I am the main message of the slide 
✓ But can you see me?

Avoid unnecessary stuff



REAL EXAMPLES













TOOLS





You can choose any tool you want… 

… only the result counts!



FONTS



Font style

‣ Calibri

‣ Arial 

‣ Century Gothic 

‣ Comic Sans MS 

‣ Montserrat

‣ Brush script

‣ Courier New

‣ Edwardian Script
‣ Times New Roman

‣ Garamond

Please use “Sans Serif” style



Font size

‣72 points 
‣48 points 
‣ 32 points 
‣ 20 points 
‣ 16 points 
‣ 12 points




